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Abstract

Introduction

Research work on the general problem of the
nature
and thermal
stability
of the Si/Ge
semiconductor interface is reviewed. We report on
our recent studies of the interface structure
in
[(Si)m(Ge)n]p superlattices and (Ge) 11 layers buried
in Si as revealed by Raman scattering, extended Xray absorption fine structure, and X-ray techniques.
Strain
relaxation
and interdiffusion
in the
superlattices
caused by annealing
have been
investigated,
and it is found that considerable
strain-enhanced
intermixing together with partial
relaxation of Ge-Ge bonds occurs even for very short
anneal times at 700°C. Further annealing leads to
diffusion at a much slower rate and to the eventual
formation of an alloy layer. The Ge-Ge bond lengths
in as-grown samples are that expected for a fully
strained Ge layer.
Similar studies of the (Ge) 11
layers reveal that two-dimensional pseudomorphic
growth proceeds up to n = 5, probably mediated by a
Si-Ge interface
interdiffusion
over one or two
monolayers of approximately 20%. A n = 12 layer
gave evidence
of strain
relaxation
by the
introduction
of dislocations
and clustering.
Interdiffusion
proceeds rapidly on annealing
at
750°c.

Low-temperature
molecular
beam expitaxy
(MBE) allows
the fabrication
of metastable
heterostructures
because relaxation
towards the
equilibrium
state is restricted
kinetically.
One
example of such a strained-layer
system that has
been widely studied in recent years is Si/Ge, where
there is a 4.2% lattice mismatch between bulk
silicon and bulk germanium.
Interest in such
synthetic structures
has increased because of the
prediction of a direct bandgap. 5 6 However, the
attainment
of such artificial materials is fraught
with difficulties.
During growth,
the Ge(Si)
epilayer adopts the smaller (larger) in-plane lattice
parameter of the Si(Ge) substrate, which results in
a tetragonal distortion of the epilayer. Near-perfect
interfaces between Si and Ge layers are required to
observe the expected modifications
to the band
structure, but the growth of Ge on Si proceeds twodimensionally only to a thickness of the order of 4
monolayers thereafter developing in a non-planar
mode. 26 Despite several studies of this problem, it is
not yet agreed upon what is this critical thickness
for pseudomorphic
growth of Si(Ge) on a Ge(Si)
substrate
or even the transition point from twodimensional
to three-dimensional
growth.24,26,70
In addition,
the phenomenon
of ordering
in
Si1-xGex alloys37, 45,5 2 and at Si-Ge interfaces36,40,50
may limit interface perfection. This arises from the
non-equilibrium
nature of MBE growth, as it is
closely linked
to the fundamental
atomistic
processes that govern epitaxy at low temperature,
but the exact nature is still under discussion.
With a view to fabricating devices, in addition
to the numerous
problems in attaining
abrupt
interfaces discussed above, an important question is
whether or not such superlattices can be thermally
cycled and maintain
the required
monolayer
abruptness
a:t their highly strained
interfaces.
Strain relaxation
due to the formation of misfit
dislocations 26 and interdiffusion
across the Si-Ge
interface have been observed in annealing studies.
However, the initial diffusion at lower anneal
temperatures is much faster than that predicted for
thermally activated interdiffusion, 13,55 and further
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research
work is necessary
to establish
the
mechanism for this process.
In this study of interface structure and strain
in Si/Ge heteroepitaxy
we have applied the X-ray,
Raman,
and extended
X-ray absorption
fine
structure (EXAFS) techniques to help resolve these
controversies.
Samples chosen for investigation
included metastable
[(Si)m(Ge)n]p
superlattices
where the p repetitions of the ultra thin Si and Ge
layers provides improved signal quality in the
Raman
and EXAFS
measurements.
These
samples allow annealing induced relaxation
and
diffusion to be studied.
Thin single layers of Ge
were also investigated
to probe the isolated Si-Ge
interface
structure
and the limits to epitaxial
growth free of considerations about any dependence
on the number and position of the Ge epilayers
when incorporated in a superlattice.
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Analysis of Stability and Interface Abruptness in
Si/Ge Heteroepitaxy
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To date, the techniques most commonly used to
investigate
epitaxial
quality, strain, and interdiffusion at as-grown and thermally-cycled
Si-Ge
interfaces
have been X-ray
diffraction
and
reflection, 3,6, 10-14, 16, 19,20,51,55,58 Raman spectroscopy, 1,3,6,7,10-12,14,16,17,20,22,25,29,30,35,41-43,46,51,60,
65, 6 9
transmission
electron
microscopy, 1,10,14,24-26,28,36,37,40,50,52EXAFS,2,3,14,53 ion
4 ,3 5 , 51 and spectroscopic
beam
scattering,1
ellipsometry.28,57,59
These techniques
provide
complementary,
but not always direct, information
on what may be termed an "average" structure.
In
general however, it should be realized that it is very
difficult to obtain details of the exact local atomic
arrangements
along an interface
and in depth
through the structure from any technique. Here we
illustrate
with examples how the X-ray, Raman,
and EXAFS techniques can be applied to the Si/Ge
structural problems.

X-ray reflection and diffraction
The usefulness of conventional double-crystal
X-ray diffraction
for the study of [(Si)m ( Ge )n lp
superlattices
and (Ge)n buried layers is somewhat
limited due to a lack of sensitivity
in such thin
heterostructures.
Alternatively,
X-ray
reflectometry,
can provide information
on the
structural perfection of these thin multilayer films.
The index of refraction
of a solid at X-ray
wavelengths
is slightly less than unity and is a
function of the electron density of the medium. As a
result, total reflection of X-rays occurs at glancing
incidence up to a critical angle 0c (typically
less
than 0.5°). Above the critical angle, the reflectivity
drops as 9-4, but for a multilayer
medium, the
waves reflected
at the various interfaces
will
interfere and cause the appearance of structure in
the specular reflection profile. The reflectivity for a
stack of layers can be calculated with the optical
theory of stratified
media l5 using a recurrent
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Figure 1. X-ray 0-20 reflectivity
curves
for
different
atomic
layer
superlattices:
(a)
[(Sih(Ge)i2]43 on (100) Ge, (b) [(Si)12(Geh]50 on (100)
Si, and (c) amorphous
[(Sih2(Ge)2l20
on (100) Si
grown at - 150°C.
formulation where the Fresnel equation is solved at
each interface.5 4 The periodicity of a superlattice,
the interfacial
and surface
roughness,
and
thickness errors in the stack can be investigated by
comparing
calculated
and measured
reflectivity
profiles. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 for the case of
three superlattices
of similar periodicity
grown
under different conditions.
The [(Si)2(Ge)i2]43
superlattice
grown on (100) Ge (Fig. l(a)), is of
higher quality than the "equivalent" [(Si)i2(Ge)2]50
superlattice
grown on (100) Si (Fig. 1 (b)), as
demonstrated
by the appearance
of stronger and
sharper
satellite
reflections.
In contrast,
the
amorphous
[(Sih2(Ge)2l20
superlattice (Fig. 1 (c))
exhibits much broader and weaker superlattice
peaks consistent
with much rougher interfaces.
These structures and others are discussed in more
detail elsewhere.9
Interdiffusion
upon annealing in superlattices
can also be investigated by monitoring the intensity
decay of the satellite peaks in reflection profiles. In
a first approximation,
the intensity
of the first
superlattice harmonic I is related to a repeat length
'A.and strain-dependent
by the expression18
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where 10 is the initial intensity before annealing at
a defined temperature
for time t. This technique
has been applied to [(Si)m(Ge) 0 ]p superlattices and
interdiffusion
coefficients and activation energies
have been determined.6,13,16,19,20,55,58
As is illustrated in the examples of Fig. 1, Xray reflection is mostly sensitive to modulation of
the electron density, but does not directly measure
the strain distribution
in crystalline
material.
Therefore, glancing incidence X-ray diffraction6 1
can be used to investigate the crystalline perfection
and strain distribution in thin heterostructures.
In
this technique, the incident beam also impinges
grazingly on the surface at an angle close to the
critical angle, but the crystal azimuthal angle is
then adjusted so that X-rays can be diffracted by
lattice planes normal to the surface. The strain and
crystal quality are obtained by measuring
the
position and line width of the diffracted beam in a
radial scan about the Bragg angle. Because the
penetration depth of the X-rays is a strong function
of angle, different sample depths can be probed by
varying the angle of incidence about the critical
angle.
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Figure 2. Experimental
(dashed line) and calculated
(solid
line)
Raman
spectrum
of a
[(Si)5(Ge)2]43 superlattice on (100) Si.
are associated with vibrations confined largely to
the Si and Ge layers, respectively_l 7,41-43 Their
frequencies are most strongly affected by strain and
by the degree of confinement of the vibration within
the layer. 22 The middle peak arises from a LO
mode that propagates
across the Si-Ge interface
and, as a result, the frequency and especially the
intensity of this peak are sensitive to the Si-Ge
interface quality. 22 Two other weaker LO peaks
occur near 255 and 435 cm· 1 and these have been
associated with some kind of Si-Ge ordering.5,45
The Raman spectrum of this superlattice has been
analyzed22
using a lattice dynamical model that
included interface intermixing, but did not include
the effects of strain within the Ge epilayers.
The
observed spectrum (see Fig. 2) was well represented
by the superposition
of calculated spectra for a
[(Si)5(Ge)2]43 structure (25% contribution) plus a
blurred interface structure (75% contribution).
Based on such considerations,
Raman spectra
have been used to evaluate the intralayer strain,
interface sharpness, and epilayer composition in a
variety
of Si/Ge
heterostructures,l,3,6,7,1012,14,16,17,20,22,25,29,30,35,41-43,46,51,60,65,69
as well as to
quantify
the effects
of annealing
on such
structures.10,16,17,20,25,35,46,60

Raman spectroscopy
Investigations of the lattice vibrations in Si/Ge
heterostructures
by Raman scattering
can yield
information on the composition of the epilayers, the
interface sharpness, and the intralayer strain.
In
light
scattering
spectroscopy,
the incident
monochromatic
light is scattered
elastically
(Rayleigh
scattering)
or inelastically
(Raman
scattering) by the sample. Information is obtained
about elementary
excitations
of near-zero wave
vector q in the solid by measuring the intensities
and frequency
shifts (from the incident
light
frequency) of Raman lines. The q ~ 0 vibrational
excitations of interest in Si/Ge heterostructures
may be divided into two types:
acoustic modes
involving
long wavelength
atomic
vibrations
propagating through the entire structure and optic
modes involving
largely
interactions
between
neighbouring atoms. 41-43
A typical Raman spectrum of a [(Si)m(Ge) 0 ]p
superlattice is shown in Fig. 2. The peak occurring
at a frequency shift of 199 cm· 1 is due to longitudinal
acoustic (LA) phonons in the superlattice,
which
simply can be thought of as arising from the folding
of the bulk material phonon dispersion curve into
the smaller Brillouin zone resulting from the new
periodicity
along the growth direction
of the
superlattice.
The Raman intensity of such folded
LA modes, which generally occur at frequencies
below 250 cm- 1, is a very sensitive indicator of the
superlattice interface structural sharpness.20,22,4143,60 The three strong Raman peaks at 295, 415, and
513 cm- 1 (another strong peak occurs at 520 cm· 1
due to the Si substrate,
but this peak is
indistinguishable
in Fig. 2 from the 513 cm- 1 line)
are associated with longitudinal optic (LO) phonons
in the superlattice. The first and last of these peaks

X-ray absorption
The extended fine structure component in an
X-ray absorption
spectrum (EXAFS) can provide
quantitative
information on the local structure.38
In a single scattering
description,
the EXAFS
signal (the energy dependent interference between
the outgoing and backscattered photoelectron wave)
is given by:39
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diffraction radial scans through the (220) diffraction
beam were carried out for the thin (Ge)n samples.

where Ai(k) is the backscattering
amplitude, as a
function of wave number k, from each of the
neighbouring atoms of type i, located at a distance ri
and having a mean-squared
relative displacement
crj2 . Additional amplitude damping occurs because
of many-body excitations and inelastic scattering of
~he photoe_lectron. These effects are not explicitly
1~cluded m Eq. (2).
With good quality data,
distances
accurate
to 0.002 nm, co-ordination
numbers
to 20%, and elemental
identity
to a
precision of ±2 atomic numbers can be obtained for
the first co-ordination shell.47 This is ideal for the
study of the annealing behaviour of a particular
superlattice structure.
For example, any change in
the co-ordination number (i.e., the number of Ge-Ge
and Si-Ge bonds)
is a clear indication
of
interdiffusion while a change in bond length/angle
can be associated with a change in the strain.

Raman spectroscopy
The Raman spectra of samples contained in a
He gas atmosphere were excited with 300 mW of
457.9 nm argon laser light using the quasibackscattering
geometry described earlier.44 In
this
geometry
first-order
scattering
from
longitudinally
polarized phonons dominates the
spectrum.
The Raman
scattering
light was
dispersed with a Spex 14018 double monochromator
set for a resolution of 3 cm-1, detected with a cooled
RCA 31034A photomultiplier,
and recorded under
computer control. The incident light was polarized
in the scattering plane, while the scattered light
polarization was not analyzed. The frequencies of
the Raman peaks could be determined within an
accuracy of± 0.4 cm-1.

Materials and Methods

X-ray absorption
The Ge K-edge (11.1 keV) X-ray absorption
spectra were recorded with total electron-yield
detection at the C-2 and A-3 beam lines at CHESS.
The gas-ionization chamber was operated with He
at atmospheric
pressure
and 100 eV collection
voltage. 67 The samples were rotated (150-200 rpm)
to angularly average and thus eliminate diffraction
signals from the Si matrix.
The detector was
mounted on a two-circle diffraction stage to allow
rapid, reproducible variation of the incidence and
polarization
angles.
Because
of the small
differences in bond lengths (0.235 and 0.245 nm for
bulk Si and Ge, respectively), the data had to be of
extremely high quality extending to wave numbers
greater than 12 A-1 (usually - 15 A-1) to ensure
confidence in the fitting procedure.
Experimental
spectra of model compounds [in this case Ge and a
Ge[Si(CH3)3]4
molecule (T.K. Sham and K.M.
Baines provided the suggestion and the molecule)]
were used in the analysis.

The experimental
methods used to produce
and analyze the Si/Ge heterostructures
discussed
later in this paper are briefly reviewed here.

Crystal growth
All samples were grown by MBE in a Vacuum
Generator V80 system using a growth methodology
described
elsewhere.IO
The [(Si)m(Ge)n]p
superlattices with m,n ~ 12 and p ~ 100 were grown
on (100) Si wafers at a temperature of 350 ± 25°C and
deposition
rates
of 0.02-0.05
nm s-l.
All
superlattices
were capped with - 5 nm of Si to
prevent contamination.
The thin single (Geln
layers were deposited on (100) Si at a temperature of
385 ± 25°C and a 0.02 nm s-1 growth rate. All (Ge)n
films were grown on a 150 nm epitaxial Si buffer
layer and were protected by a - 30 nm Si cap.
X-ray reflection and diffraction
The Si-Ge heterostructures
were investigated
by a variety of X-ray techniques. Double-crystal Xray diffraction
was performed on a BEDE 150
system using Cu Ka radiation (0.154 nm), and (400)
rocking curves were measured on the [(Si)m(Ge)n]p
superlattices
to determine
the average vertical
lattice
constant
in the superlattice.10
X-ray
reflectometry using Cu Ka radiation was done with
a Philips 1820 0-20 vertical goniometer with a 20
resolution estimated to be -0.02° and a background
signal corresponding to a reflectivity of about 5-10 x
10-7.
Glancing
incidence
X-ray
diffraction
measurements were carried out at the Cornell High
Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS) using 0.128
nm radiation
from a two-bounce
Ge (111)
monochromator.
Samples of 1 x 1 cm2 area were
mounted on a Huber four circle diffractometer
oriented for scattering in the vertical plane. The
detector resolution was defined by a set of slits with
2 mr angular
acceptance.
Grazing
angle

Annealing of [(Si)m(Ge)nlp

Superlattices

The thermal stability of the interfaces in two
[(Si)m(Ge)n]p superlattices with similar parameters
was investigated by annealing for different periods
at temperatures near 700°C. Sample 1 had m = 6.6
± 0.1, n = 2.0 ± 0.1, and p = 48, while sample 2 had m
= 8.0 ± 0.1, n = 2.2 ± 0.1, and p =100.
As mentioned earlier, the diffusion in very thin
modulated
structures
can be obtained
from
monitoring the decay of the first-order superlattice
satellite of the X-ray (000) Bragg peak as a function
of anneal time at a given temperature.
Figure 3
shows the evolution of this satellite peak in sample 2
with anneal time at 700°C. The as-grown sample
(Fig. 3 (a)) exhibits an intense peak at 20 "' 6.5°
corresponding
to the first-order
superlattice
reflection. Secondary intensity oscillations seen in
the vicinity of that peak are due to interference
effects arising from the finite thickness of the
structure
and the presence
of three stacking
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order satellite of the X-ray (000)
Bragg peak from sample 2 (a) as-grown, and after
annealing at 700°C for (b) 20 s, (c) 200 s, and (d) 2000
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mistakes
within
the superlattice.
A tenfold
decrease in intensity is observed after only a 20 s
rapid thermal anneal (RTA) (Fig. 3 (b)). A much
slower decay is observed for longer annealing times
(Fig. 3 (c) and (d)). This faster intensity decay in the
early anneals is a common phenomenon
and has
been attributed
to some form of microstructural
transformation.
32 Alternatively, 13,55 significant
interdiffusion
caused by the interfacial strain may
have taken place resulting
also in relaxation
(deduced from (400) diffraction
measurements).
The smearing
of the secondary
features
is
consistent with the latter interpretation
since their
intensity
strongly
depends
on the interfacial
abruptness. 63 Furthermore,
other samples, that
were relaxed as-grown did not exhibit such a fast
non-exponential intensity decay.13,55
The Raman spectra of the two superlattices are
shown in Fig. 4. The as-grown samples (see curve
(a) spectra in Fig. 4) each exhibited three strong
peaks at frequencies above 250 cm· 1 due to the LO
phonons in the superlattice
(see Table 1). As
discussed earlier, the peaks at 294.3 (295.4) and
511.7 (513.2) cm- 1 are associated with vibrations
confined
largely
to the Ge and Si layers,
respectively, of sample 1 (2), while the peak at 414.4
(415.4) cm· 1 arises from LO modes propagating
across the Si-Ge interface.
Two other weaker LO
peaks occur near 255 and 435 cm- 1 and these have
been associated
previously
with some ordered
arrangement of Si and Ge atoms.5,33, 4 5 The relative
weakness of these peaks in the Raman spectra of
the as-grown samples indicates that little shortrange
ordering
has occurred
in the Si-Ge

(e)
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1
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Figure 4. Raman spectra of samples 1 and 2 (a) asgrown, (b) after vacuum annealing at 750°C for 900
s, and after annealing at 700°C for (c) 20 s, (d) 200 s,
and (e) 2000 s.
Table 1. Phonon frequencies for the three LO modes
in two as-grown [(Si)m(Ge)n]p
superlattices
and
after a rapid thermal anneal (R) at 700°C and a
vacuum anneal (V) at 750°C for the times stated.
Sampie
1

Anneal
Type

Time
(s)

V

ro:J

R
R
R
V

20
200

2
2(XX)

ro:J

Ge-Ge
(cm- 1)
294.3
289.1
295.4
291.1
290.6
289.7
288.0

Si-Ge
(cm- 1)
414.4
407.7
415.4
411.2
410.1
408.9
405.7

Si-Si
(cm- 1)
511.7
507.9
513.2
508.4
508.3
507.9
507.2

interfaces.
The relative strength and sharpness of
the folded acoustic modes in these samples (see Fig.
4) imply reasonably
abrupt layers in that any
roughness
is confined largely to the interfacial
layers. 22
Annealing
of the superlattices
affected the
Raman peaks to varying extents. In both samples 1
and 2, the 900 s vacuum anneal (VA) at 750°C
produced pronounced shifts in the three main LO
phonon peaks (see Table 1) and changes in their
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Table 2. Bond lengths (R) and ratio of co-ordination
numbers (N) determined
by EXAFS for two asgrown [(Si)mCGe)nJp superlattices and after a rapid
thermal anneal (R) at 700°C and a vacuum anneal
(V) at 750°C for the times stated. The estimated
errors in Rand Nsi-GelNGe-Ge are ±0.0005 nm and
±0.15, respectively.

0.2

0.0

0.2

Sample
1

0.0

2

-0.2
A"

-·<

.,.--..

I

.,.--..

~

0.2

~

><

~

0.0

-0.2

0.2

-0.2

15

10

V

000

R
R
R

al
a:lO
2000

RGe-Ge
(nm)
0.2408
0.2415
0.2409
0.2416
0.2419
0.2425

Rsi-Ge
(nm)
0.2396
0.2379
0.2388
0.2391
0.2397
0.2381

Nsi-Ge
IN Ge-Ge
1.35
2.3
1.43
2.0
2.1
2.6

intensity of the LA peaks with annealing is a clear
indication of further interface blurring.
Thus the Raman and X-ray measurements
both show that atomic diffusion and strain relief
has occurred after even the shortest anneal at
700°C. The initial diffusion is promoted by the Si-Ge
interfacial strain rather than by thermal activation.
Such thermally activated diffusion is evident only
after the longer anneals.
Because the X-ray and
Raman techniques are not sensitive to the local
interface structure, EXAFS was then used to obtain
direct information on the chemical bonding at the
interface.
Considering
the small differences
between the bond lengths of Si and Ge one might
conclude that EXAFS would be of marginal value in
this study. However, with the development of an
4
analysis
program,
which
involves
the
simultaneous
constrained
curve fits of four
different but related EXAFS spectra, the relative
errors in bond lengths and co-ordination numbers
are significantly
improved.
This is especially
applicable
in the present
case where one is
interested in the changes that have occurred upon
the annealing of one sample.
Figure 5 shows the kx(k) Ge K-EXAFS spectra
for the sample 2 annealing series along with that of
pure crystalline Ge (curve (d)). The increase in the
EXAFS intensity
near 4 A-1 is an immediate
qualitative indicator of an increase in the Si content
in the first
co-ordination
shell,
and thus
intermixing
with annealing,
as the Si(Ge)
backscattering
amplitude
is at a maximum
(minimum) at this wave number.2,53 Quantitative
results obtained from the constrained multiple file
analysis are presented in Table 2. Note that the
error bars we quote in the table are not the accuracy
with which EXAFS is routinely thought to be
capable of measuring
absolute
bond lengths
(±0.002 nm), 11 but rather they represent
the
confidence level we have in the relative
bond
lengths 4 and thus the trends observed.
In the
analysis, each Ge atom is assumed to have four
nearest-neighbour
atoms.
The ratio of the number of Si-Ge to Ge-Ge
bonds, Nsi-GelNGe-Ge, is given by (n-1)- 1 in the ideal

0.0

• -1

Wavenumber

Time
(s)

-0.2

(d)--

5

Anneal
type

(A )

Figure 5. EXAFS spectra at the Ge K edge for
sample 2 (a) as-grown and after annealing at 700°C
for (b) 20 s and (c) 2000 s, and (d) single crystal Ge.
peak intensities
(see Fig. 4) consistent with the
occurrence
of interdiffusion.
The discernable
increase in the intensity of the 255 and 435 cm- 1
peaks in both superlattices after the VA indicates a
concomitant
increase
in the amount of Si-Ge
ordering, which must result from the diffusion of Si
and Ge atoms into appropriate
lattice
sites.
Different parts of sample 2 were also submitted to
RTA treatments in nitrogen for 20, 200, and 2000 s
at 700°C.
After even the shortest anneal, the
frequencies of the three main LO phonon peaks
decreased considerably
(see Table 1) and then
continued to decrease slightly after the 200 and 2000
s RTAs.
Calculations 2 2 have shown that the
frequency of the Ge-Ge and Si-Si peaks is most
strongly affected by strain and confinement.
Thus
the shifts in frequency of these LO phonon peaks
indicates strain relief has occurred, even after a 20
s anneal.
The most noteworthy changes in the
relative intensities of the LO peaks occurred after
the longest RTA. However, what is most significant
is that the intensity of the folded LA mode near 200
cm- 1 decreases after just the 20 s RTA (see Fig. 4), a
result consistent with atomic diffusion across the
Si-Ge interface.
The continued decrease in the
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Figure 7. X-ray diffraction

radial scans of buried
(Ge)n layers on (100) Si with n = 12, 5, 2 and 0. The
angle of incidence
a was O.19°.
The diffuse
scattering from the n = 2 and 5 samples is attributed
to local
strain
caused
by monolayer-scale
intermixing, while that of then = 12 sample is from
varying states of strain caused by relaxation and
islanding
of the Ge layer and from defects
propagating through the Si cap layer.

Figure6.

Normalized
experimental
and
simulated (smooth curves) 8-28 X-ray reflectivity
curves for buried (Ge)n layers on (100) Si showing
from top to bottom (shifted by one decade) n = 12, 5, 4
and 0.
case and for an = 2.0 layer it is 1.0 while for n = 2.2
it is 0.83. The respective measured values of 1.35
and 1.43 for the two as-grown
samples
are
~onsistent with an intermixing
at the two Si-Ge
mterfaces of - 20% assuming that both interfaces
mix equally.
Alternatively,
if the intermixing
occurs predominantly at one interface, as has been
postulated, 36 then this value would increase to 40% in a first-order
approximation.
After the
shortes~ RTA, th: ratio increased dramatically
to
2.0. This shows without doubt that the initial loss in
the ~aman ~A-phonon
and X-ray intensity
is
associated. w_1th a strain enhanced intermixing,
because this 1s the only process which can increase
Nsi-Ge at the expense of Nee-Ge- Using the diffusion
constant of 10-24 m2/s measured previously for long
anneals, 13,55 negligible diffusion(< 0.005 nm) would
have bee? predicted.
Upon further annealing, the
bond ratio continues to increase, but at a much
slower rate, consistent with the previously observed
lower diffusion constant.
The measured Ge-Ge bond length, Ree-Ge, for
our as-grown superlattices
is longer than the
interface Si-Ge bond length4 and agrees with the
value calculated for a fully-strained
tetragonallydistorted layer of Ge (0.2412 nm). It does not agree
with the normal bulk Ge bond length (0.245 nm) as
has _been reported for amorphous layers27,34,62 and
stramed alloy layers.7 1 Recent theoretical work has
stated that the bond lengths should be a function of
alloy composition 31 or, alternatively, should depend
on the structure of the atomic layer superlattice.64
The bond length at the interface between each Ge

layer and the first Si layer (i.e., nominally a 50%
alloy) has a bond length significantly shorter than
Ree-Ge and equal to the average value for a fully
strained 60% alloy. Upon annealing, the Ree-Ge
bond length initially increases slightly (or remains
constant, within the precision of the measurement)
and then increases
significantly
for the longest
anneal, indicative of relaxation by intermixing.
On
the other hand, Rsi-Ge initially remains constant
but at longer times becomes significantly smaller.
Together, the three techniques show that the
structure of the superlattice during the anneal has
evolved as follows.
Initially, Ge and Si atoms
interchange across the Si-Ge interface to reduce the
total strain
energy.
This is clear from the
significant increase in Nsi-Ge (and simultaneous
reduction in Nee-Ge) and also from the decrease in
the intensity of the LA-phonon Raman line and Xray satellite reflection (see Figs. 3 and 4). The shift
in the Raman Ge-Ge peak frequency together with a
small increase in Ree-Ge shows that small areas of
"pure Ge" have also begun to relax. As the anneal
time increases, Nee-Ge continues to decrease while
Ree-Ge continues
to increase.
Unfortunately,
neither the EXAFS nor the Raman measurements
can distinguish between a partial relaxation of all
Ge-Ge bonds or a mixture of fully strained and
partially relaxed Ge-Ge bonds.
The Si-Ge bond
length is also a weighted combination of the bonds
formed by the Si that has diffused into the Ge layer
and the Ge that has diffused into regions of
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Table 3. Absolute amount of Ge in the various (Ge)n
samples.
Nominal
n
2
3
4
6
12

RBS/SIMS a
n± 15%
1.9
2.7
3.8
5.2
12.1

Table 4. Structural parameters used to obtain the
calculated X-ray profiles of Fig. 6.

XASb
n± 10%
2.1
2.7
3.5
5.4
12

n
0
2
3
4
5
12

aMonolayers calculated assuming 1 ML = 6.78 x
1014 atoms/cm2. Error bars represent the variation
between techniques
and pieces from across the
wafer.
bX-ray absorption
spectroscopy
data have been
normalized
to the 12 ML sample.
Error bars
represent the relative uncertainty.

Ge layer
thicknessa
(± 0.05 nm)

dGe
(± 0.10
nm)

0.27
0.38
0.53
0.77
1.70

0.30
0.35
0.55
0.90
1.00

dsi
(± 0.05
nm)
substrate
32.5
33.8
33.0
33.5
33.5

0 s

(± 0.05
nm)
0.45
0.45
0.4
0.3
0.35
0.4

aDeduced from data of Table 3 assuming
an
interplanar distance of 0.146 nm in the Ge film and
0.141 nm at the Si-Ge interface.
The reflectivity on the Si substrate exhibits a
fast monotonic decrease above the critical angle (20c
- 0.45° for Si). Experimental
data are very well
reproduced when a surface roughness 0 5 =-0.45 nm
is introduced (some discrepancy seen below 20 = 1°
is attributed to improper elimination of the direct
beam near grazing incidence).
The reflectivity
curves from the buried Ge layers display sharp
periodic oscillations that increase in intensity and
shift towards lower angles with increasing
Ge
thickness.
The Ge layer thicknesses
found in the
simulations agree with the measured values within
one monolayer for all the samples except the 12 ML
sample (see Table 4, column 3) where some
damping of the higher angle oscillations is also
apparent. For the latter, best agreement is obtained
using a Ge thickness of about half the actual value.
This thickness provides a very good fit of the intense
oscillations at low angles but produces too much
intensity
modulation
at high angles.
A crosssectional transmission electron microscope (XTEM)
14 showed that this Ge layer
investigation
underwent
a transition
from two-dimensional
to
three-dimensional
growth.
Under
such
circumstances,
only the X-rays reflected at the
surface of a two-dimensional film contribute to the
interference
process.
The uppermost Ge islands
being randomly distributed and varying in size and
height change the average index of refraction of the
cap, but do not give rise to any well-defined intensity
oscillations.
This may, however, cause a smearing
of the fringes originating from the underlying Ge
layers, as observed experimentally.
The reflectivity
is not affected by the release of strain and therefore
the dislocations in the Si cap have no effect.
The stress in these layers was investigated by
X-ray diffraction measurements
made at CHESS.
Figure 7 shows radial scans at a. = 0.19° through the
(2,2,0.03) reflection for several samples.
These
scans can be interpreted simply as scans of the inplane lattice parameter, so that pseudomorphic Ge
layers
which have the same spacing
as Si
contribute to the peak at H = 2.00. Fully relaxed Ge,
which has a lattice parameter
4% larger, would

previously pure Si. This explains why Rsi-Ge
initially remains constant, as it is first dominated
by the interchange of Si and Ge atoms across the
interface
creating
a Ge-rich alloy, and then
decreases as Ge diffuses a significant distance into
Si creating a dilute alloy with a characteristically
shorter bond length. This view is supported by the
continued decreased in NGe-Ge (an indicator of the
amount of original Ge bi-layer) and the concomitant
increase in Nsi-Ge- At this stage, EXAFS and
Raman, both being short range probes, can no
longer follow the evolution of the layers and the
analysis requires input from other techniques such
as transmission electron microscopy.

Single (Ge)n Epilayers Buried in Si
This study was extended to the investigation of
a series of buried single (Ge)n epilayers grown on
(100) Si to eliminate concerns that the interface
quality may not be uniform across a multilayer
structure.
The composition of these samples was
determined using a variety of techniquesl4
and is
summarized in Table 3.

As-grown layers
The (Ge)n epilayers
were investigated
by
measurement of intensity oscillations arising from
interference between X-rays reflected at the Si-Ge
interfaces and at the surface of the Si cap.8 Figure 6
displays 0-20 X-ray reflectivity curves measured on
a virgin Si substrate
and on three buried (Ge)n
layers with n = 4, 5 and 12. Figure 6 also presents
the corresponding
calculated
reflectivity
curves
using values for the Ge thickness (dGe), Si cap
thickness (dsi) and surface roughness (0 5 ) listed in
Table 4. No surface oxide layer was included in the
simulation.
The uncertainty
values in Table 4
indicate the range within which fitting parameters
could be varied simultaneously without causing any
significant deterioration of the fits.
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Figure 8. Raman spectra of the LO phonons in
buried (Ge)n layers on (100) Si with (a) n = 12, (b) n =
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Figure 9. Raman spectra of the (Ge)n layers for (a)
n = 12, (b) n = 5, (c) n = 4, and (d) n = 3. The
spectrum of the Si envelope has been subtracted, as
described in the text.

contribute at H = 1.92. Partially relaxed Ge layers
will contribute
at intermediate
H values.
Inhomogeneous strain in the Si cap layer caused by
defects can also be observed as a symmetric broad
feature around the sharp peak at (2,2,0.03).
The presence of a broad contribution near H =
1.95 in the n = 12 scan in Fig. 7 is clear evidence that
this structure
is partially
relaxed
(by the
introduction of dislocations 14), a conclusion that is
consistent with other studies of Ge growth on
silicon. 70, 7 2 At a more grazing angle of incidence
(a= 0.1°), the contribution from the relaxed Ge film
is not visible. This confirms that the variation of
surface sensitivity with different angles of incidence
is sufficient to distinguish between contributions
from the Ge buried layer and the Si cap layer. The
symmetric broad peak observed in this scan is
centered at H = 2.00 and indicates that the defective
Si cap layer is not tetragonally distorted. Scans for
the n = 2 and 5 samples show a symmetric broad
peak centered at H = 2.00. This demonstrates that
the Si layers are strained, probably by a low density
of defects.
The n = 0 sample is a control
measurement confirming that the signal does not
originate in the substrate.
The optical-phonon Raman spectra of several
(Ge)n samples are shown in Fig. 8. The dominant
peak at 520 cm- 1 is largely due to the Si buffer layer,
which is sufficiently thick to absorb the 457 .9 nm
exciting light. A small contribution to the signal
near 520 cm- 1 also comes from the relatively thin Si
capping layer.
The optical phonon from the
capping layer may be at a slightly different
frequency from the buffer layer line if the capping
layer is strained. However, it is difficult to extract
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grown, and
850°C, and
subtracted,

SHIFT

(cm-½

Raman spectra of the (Ge)5 layer (a) asafter annealing for 100 sat (b) 750°C, (c)
(d) 950°C. The Si background has been
as for Fig. 9.

any information about the capping layer from its
contribution to the Raman spectrum, because it is
dominated by the buffer layer signal. The weaker
peak near 300 cm-1 is a mixture of contributions
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Table 6. Peak frequencies (cm- 1) of LO phonons in
the Raman spectrum of an as-grown (Ge)5 epilayer
buried in Si and after annealing
at various
temperatures for 100 s.

Table 5. Peak frequencies (cm- 1) of LO phonons in
the Raman spectra of (Ge)n layers buried in Si.
n
3
4
5
12
Bulk Ge

Ge-Ge
294.4
298.3
311.4
301

Ge-Si
411.0
414.7
417.0
414.5

Anneal
temperature
(OC)
As-grown
750
850
950

from the pure Si second-order spectrum (see Fig. 8)
and Ge-Ge vibrations within the (Ge)n layer. 23 ,66
The Ge-Ge mode is an isolated layer version of the
superlattice
vibrational
mode near 290 cm- 1.
Finally, the even weaker peaks near 400 and 425
cm -1 are, respectively,
due to Ge-Si vibrations
associated with Si next to (or within) the (Ge)n
layers48,69 and a second-order Si feature. The Ge~Si
mode in this case is not related to the superlattice
mode near 410 cm- 1 .
The spectral features arising from the (Ge)n
layer simply add on to other features due to the Si
cap and buffer layers and may be revealed by
subtracting the Si spectrum.
In the present case,
the spectrum from the Si substrate material shown
in Fig. 8 was scaled to the 520 cm- 1 peak in the (Ge)n
layer spectra and subtracted.
The results ~f the
subtractions are given in Fig. 9. The subtract10n of
the strong 520 cm-1 line is not perfect, which could
be due to the fact that the Si cap and buffer-layer
spectrum is possibly not identical to the Si substrate
spectrum.
Nevertheless,
the subt~actions
have
eliminated the weaker second-order Si features and
have revealed the intrinsic optical phonons in the
(Ge)n layers with sufficient accuracy to determine
their peak frequencies, which are listed in Table 5.
The Ge-Si line observed near 415 cm- 1 in these
samples,
as with the 410 cm- 1 line in the
superlattices, indicates that the Si-Ge interfaces are
not perfectly abrupt.22,49 The line is relatively weak
and of similar frequency and intensity
in each
sample suggesting
that the degree of int~rt:ace
disorder is small and that it occurs to a similar
extent in each sample. The peak is asymmetric in
shape having a shoulder on the low-frequency side
in each case (see Fig. 9). The double-humped
disposition of the interface peak is characteristic of
interface roughness. 68
The Ge-Ge peak on the other hand shows
considerable
variations
in its frequency
and
intensity with n. For n = 12, the peak frequency lies
above the bulk Ge value of 301 cm- 1, but decreases
below 301 cm- 1 for n = 5 and 4. The confinement
effect of sandwiching the Ge epilayer within the Si
layers lowers the Ge-Ge phonon frequency from the
bulk value, while both strain
and interface
roughness
act to increase
the Ge-Ge phonon
frequency.22,23
In the thicker n = 12 layer, where
the Ge-Ge line frequency exceeds the bulk value by 4%, the effect of confinement is less significant and
it is clear from the XTEM1 4 and X-ray results

Raman peak
Ge-Ge
298.3
293.9
291.9

Ge-Si
417.0
417.7
411.1
407.0

03

Si-Si

437.9
437.0
437.1

506.2
509.9

presented above that interface roughness is l~rge_ly
responsible
for the overall
upward
shift m
frequency.
The n = 4 and 5 cases are m~re
problematic,
because all three factors (stram,
confinement,
and interface
roughness)
must b_e
considered.
Recent calculations for a perfect Si(Ge)n-Si-cap (5 nm thick) sandwich23 indicate a GeGe peak frequency of 284 and 295 cm- 1 for then = 4
and n = 8 cases, respectively, with a strain imposed
by a 10% increase in the Ge layer force constants
raising the respective frequencies to 297 and 307 cm1. Although the experimental results given in Ta?le
5 lie within this range, interface roughness, which
was not considered in the calculations,
can also
produce such shifts.
Assuming that the Raman intensity of the GeGe line is proportional to the (Ge)n layer thickness,
the n = 12 line is approximately twice as strong as
would be expected from then= 4 and 5 results. Thit,
implies that not all of the (Ge)n layers are pure Ge.
If we assume that the observed intensity variation is
due to interface blurring only, then the Raman
results show that the interface roughness on the Ge
side of each Si-Ge interface due to Si inclusions is
not more than two monolayers in size, which is
comparable to the superlattice case. However, as
opposed to the superlattice spectra where a 2-ML _Ge
layer peak could readily be detected, the Ge-Ge hne
is scarcely visible in the n = 3 case due to the
smaller absolute amount of Ge.
In the case of the EXAFS technique, the (Ge)n
epilayers constitute a very dilute sample and the
quality of the data limits the prec~sion of t~e. r~sults
obtained. We do not have sufficient sensitivity at
this time to attempt anything but a qualitative
interpretation.
Qualitatively, the results show that
there is a shift from a Si-dominated
to a Gedominated first co-ordination
shell of Ge as the
thickness of the Ge layer increases.
Annealed layers
Raman measurements
were also performed on
portions of the same (Ge)n growths after RTA for
100 s at 750, 850, and 950°C and representative
results are shown in Fig. 10 and Table 6 for the 5
ML sample. The Raman spectra of the n = 4, 5, and
12 layers all show interdiffusion
occurs after the
750°C anneal (for the thinner (Ge)n layers, the
spectra were too weak for reliable identification of
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destroy the zone-folding electronic properties of the
heterostructures,
was observed in all samples.
Other phenomena such as strain enhancement
of
interdiffusion added to the difficulty of synthesizing
and processing these artificial structures.
These
difficulties may be overcome by restricting
the
growth kinetics even further (i.e., lower growth
temperature
or higher deposition rate). However,
this may result in a loss of crystallinity that could
require
post-growth
processing.
The use of
surfactants to modify the surface energy has been
found to be an effective method for achieving twodimensional
growth of Ge on Si 21 and this
technique deserves more investigation.
It remains an important area to determine the
actual atomic structure
of the Si-Ge interface
whether perfect or not. Firstly, there is the question
of how the strain is accommodated
in ideal Ge
epilayers on Si. Is it through a change in the Ge-Ge
bond length,
in the bond angle, or in both?
Secondly, the concept of strain within the Ge layers
is made more complicated by the fact that in real
(as-grown) structures
there is the possibility of
interdiffusion
at the interfaces,
which acts to
reduce the stress energy. Thus arises the question
of what is the strain profile within a real Ge layer.
Thirdly, what is the local atomic arrangement
along a Si-Ge interface that has intermixed, and by
what process did it occur?
To fully assess such thin microstructures
it is
essential to resort to complementary
analytical
techniques sensitive to different physical properties
of the thin layers.
Glancing incidence X-ray
reflection
and
diffraction,
Rutherford
backscattering,
(RBS),
Raman
scattering
spectroscopy, EXAFS, and transmission
electron
microscopy have all the sensitivity
required for
detecting
monolayer
thick Si and Ge layers.
However, only a correlation of the results obtained
with these various techniques allows a thorough
materials characterization.

the respective LO modes). This is indicated by the
drop in intensity
of the Ge-Ge line and the
appearance of a Si-Si line near 510 cm-1. In this
respect, the Raman spectrum now resembles that of
a Si-Ge alloy layer. Strain relief has also occurred,
because of the shift to lower frequency of the Ge-Ge
peak (see Table 6).22 Thus the buried epilayer has
become diffused with Si to a considerable extent.
This alloying of the Ge epilayer increases with
higher anneal temperature
consistent
with an
increased diffusion rate. The increase in Si content
is indicated by the further decrease in the Ge-Ge
line intensity,
while the Si-Si line continues to
increase in intensity.
After the 950°C anneal, the
Ge layer is thoroughly interdiffused with Si, as the
Ge-Ge line is no longer visible for the 4 and 5 ML
samples and only in the 12 ML sample can it still be
seen. The weak peak near 437 cm-1 (03) is the local
ordering peak referred to earlier in the section on
"annealing of [(Si)rn(Ge)nlp superlattices"
and it
increases only slightly in intensity with annealing.
It would be informative
to correlate these
Raman results with EXAFS measurements
of the
numbers of Ge-Ge and Ge-Si bonds. However, such
measurements
are extremely difficult and it is not
clear at this stage if they are even feasible.

Conclusions
The
combined
techniques
of Raman
spectroscopy, X-ray reflection and diffraction, and
EXAFS have shown that the initial stages of strain
relaxation of the [(Si)rn(Ge)nlp superlattices grown
on (100) Si begins
with
strain-enhanced,
intermixing
across the interface
together with
dislocation-induced
partial relaxation.
This is in
addition to an initial diffusion of Si into the Ge
layers during growth resulting
in an admixed
structure of ~ 20%, assuming that both interfaces
mix equally. Further annealing leads to diffusion
at a much slower rate consistent with a thermally
activated process.
As seen by X-ray diffraction, pseudomorphic
growth was maintained up to 5 ML of Ge while Xray reflectometry confirmed that the growth was
two-dimensional.
At 12 ML, the sample had begun
to relax and the growth mode had changed to threedimensional.
This transition thickness is larger
than the previously reported value of 3-4 ML,70,72,73
but intermixing at the interface probably explains
why we have exceeded the expected limit.
For
samples grown under our conditions, the limit for
two-dimensional growth for an epilayer of "Ge" on
Si is likely close to 6 ML. The limit depends to a
large extent on the growth temperature
and
conditions, as well as on the degree of interface
intermixing.
From the above conclusions, it is clear that the
attainment
of perfect [(Si)rn(Ge)nlp superlattices
may be hindered
by serious
fundamental
limitations.
Al though three-dimensional
growth
was avoided by limiting the thickness of individual
layers,
substantial
interdiffusion,
which will
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F.K. LeGoues: It is stated that annealing results in
an "increase of the amount of SiGe ordering". This
is contrary to all other recent data on ordering,
which was demonstrated
to be due to growth
kinetics
and specific surface
structure
(text
references 36, 37, and 40). While these references
propose different specific models, they all agree that
the ordering is surface driven and occurs during
growth.
Thus this particular
statement
is
extremely puzzling. Please comment.
Authors: The "ordering" referred to in this work is
one due to a particular kind of local ordering that
occurs in Si1-xGex alloys (text references 5 and 45),
which is different
from the growth induced
ordering referred to above.
The alloy ordering
corresponds to a particular
configuration
of the
nearest-neighbour
Ge and Si atoms that modifies
the normal-alloy optical vibration frequencies to
produce lines near 255 and 435 cm· 1. The fact that
the intensities
of these lines increase
after
annealing indicates that a larger fraction of the Si
and Ge atoms are moving into the special "ordered"
positions.
F.K. LeGoues: Both for the superlattices and the
single layer, some intermixing is observed in the
as-grown sample.
The authors interpret this in
terms of strain induced diffusion, occurring at the
low growth temperatures.
However, it has been
shown (text reference 35) that another factor plays a
determining
role, namely, surface segregation of
the Ge: Ge having a lower surface energy than Si
tends to segregate to the top of a growing Si film,
resulting in the growth of an intermixed SiGe alloy.
This should be considered when discussing the data
presenting here, since strain is not the only factor
that plays a role in the intermixing.
Please
comment.
Authors: We did not intend to imply that strainedinduced
diffusion
was the sole, or even the
principal, cause of the non-perfect interfaces in the
as-grown
material.
We agree that surface
segregation or an alternative mechanism (e.g., text
references 36 and 37) active during the growth was
probably the principal cause of the "intermixing"
observed. Subsequent to the growth, we believe that
strain-enhanced
diffusion is the cause of the
further intermixing.

Discussion with Reviewers
Reviewer
I: Upon annealing,
it is expected
interface blurring and as a result, an increase of
the Si-Ge vibrational mode in the Raman spectra.
However, the peak near 410 cm- 1 in Fig. 4 does not
seem to increase significantly.
Could the authors
discuss this observation?
Authors:
This mode in the superlattice
is
predominantly a Si layer vibration that propagates
across the Si-Ge interface (text reference 22). The
Si-Ge peak is relatively strong in the as-grown
superlattice Raman spectrum, indicating a degree
of initial blurring of the interface.
Thus the twomonolayer Ge layer is really a Ge-rich "alloy" layer.
On annealing, Si and Ge atoms interdiffuse across
the interface creating a less Ge-rich alloy layer and
the peak at 410 cm- 1 becomes more representative of
the Si-Ge alloy mode than the original superlattice
mode. This is why the intensity of the 410 cm- 1 peak
is not so sensitive to the affects of annealing. On the
other hand, the alloying effect in the Ge layer on
annealing
reduces the difference between the
photoelastic
constants
of the Si and Ge layers
resulting in the noticeable decrease in the folded
acoustic mode intensity.

E.D. Crozier:
It would be useful to indicate the
characteristic
penetration
depth of the X-ray
intensity in Si and Ge. The diffraction results of
Fig. 7 were obtained at a= 0.19° which is less than
the critical angle ac.
It would seem that the
diffraction experiment
is probing primarily the
surface of the Si cap and contributions of the deeply
buried Ge layer will be minor. While it is plausible
that the broadening
of the peak at H = 2.0 is
associated with intermixing at the Si-Ge interface,
how can intermixing of only two monolayers of Ge
affect the peak shape? Have any model calculations
been done (in the literature) to support this? How is
H defined?
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intensities
of the low angle fringes,
almost insensitive to roughness.

Au th ors:
The critical angle for total external
reflection of X-rays is proportional
to the X-ray
wavelength. For the data in Fig. 7, we use 'A.= 0.129
nm, so that ac = 0.19° for Si. The penetration depth
at this angle is about 35 nm for Si and 6.5 nm for
Ge. Since the cap layer is 33 nm thick, the Ge layer
is within the depth probed. Scans in Fig. 7 are
indexed with Miller indices (H,K,L), and are
through (2,2,0.03) in the (1,1,0) direction.
Many
grazing angle X-ray diffraction studies have shown
that monolayer and even submonolayer sensitivity
(i.e., studies of surface structures) is obtainable.
Diffuse scattering from rough surfaces has also
been observed, although
these studies usually
involve high-Z crystals such as Pb or Pt where the
scattering intensities are larger than for Si and Ge.
The n = 12 data show a shifted component near H =
1.95, although it is somewhat obscured by the strong
diffuse scattering from the cap layer. The n = 2 and
5 data do not have a shifted component that would
be a clear indication
of a relaxed Ge layer.
However, they exhibit some unshifted
diffuse
scattering
whose integrated
area is about two
orders of magnitude less than that observed when n
= 12. It is not possible to determine the origin of this
diffuse scattering from the data in Fig. 7 alone,
although the simplest interpretation
is that it is
from defects that produce an inhomogenous strain
in the Si cap layer
or Ge layer.
Other
measurements
suggest that scattering
directly
from Ge can be ruled out, because of the absence of
a wavelength dependence of the scattering near the
Ge K-edge.

which

are

E.D. Crozier: "The ratio of the number of Si-Ge to
Ge-Ge bonds ... is given by l/(n-1) for the ideal case
and ... ". This looks like a useful equation.
Is it
easily derived? Is it valid for non-integral values of
n? It seems that the ratio would have to be very
model sensitive, depending upon the lateral extent
of the islands for incomplete layers and such a
simple formula is unexpected.
Authors: The concept (equation) was first used by
Oyanagi et al. (Oyanagi H, Sakamoto T, Sakamoto
K, Yamaguchi
H, Yao T.
Ge/Si monolayer
superlattices on Si(lOO) studied by surface-sensitive
EXAFS. Abstracts of the 21st Conference on Solid
State Devices and Materials, Tokyo, 1989, pp. 509512) and arises from a simple bond-counting
exercise for layers of different thickness. Yes, the
interpretation of the value is very model dependent.
It provides useful insights if one knows from
independent
measurements
that the growth has
been two-dimensional.
The equation is valid for
non-integral values of n if one is happy to model the
interface in terms of a weighted-average
of two
integral values of n.
E.D. Crozier: Why do you assume an interplanar
distance of 0.146 nm rather than accepted lattice
parameter/4 (0.5658/4 = 0.1415 nm)?
Authors: The Ge lattice constant is stretched in the
growth direction to preserve coherency at the Si/Ge
interface.
The interplanar distance used was that
predicted by classical elasticity theory.

E.D. Crozier: The model used to fit the angular
dependence of the reflectivity includes a surface
roughness (CJ= 0.45 nm) yet seems to assume that
the Ge epilayers are atomically flat. The surface
roughness is substantial,
about 3.3 ML (1 ML =
lattice parameter/4).
Does this imply that the Ge
layers are also roughened? Can this or intermixing
be included in the model and would either improve
the agreement between model and the n = 4, 5 data
for angles 20 larger than 3°? (The smearing of the
n = 12 data at large angles is attributed to gross
intermixing).
Authors:
To model surface/interface
roughness,
the reflection
coefficient
at each interface
is
multiplied by a Debye-Waller type factor of the form
exp(-1/2k2CJ2), where k is the wave vector transfer.
Use of this phenomenological
treatment
may be
questionable
in the
case
of very
thin
heterostructures
and here CJcan be seen more as a
figure of merit than a true measure of roughness.
The fits could be improved
by considering
roughness at the Si/Ge boundaries.
However, we
found that many combinations
of roughness
parameters provided equally good fits to the data.
For this reason,
only a surface
roughness
parameter
(typical
of that found on virgin
substrates,
see Fig. 6) was considered
in the
calculation. We emphasize that the thickness of the
buried Ge layers was obtained by fitting the
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